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Cover Story
Saturday 4th May saw the official re-opening of our station Ickenham
St. Giles, following its reconstruction over the past couple of years. The
cover photograph shows the official opening train, complete with
headboard, about to break through the ribbon. The opening was
conducted by the Reverend Adrian Guthrie, the vicar of St Giles
Church, Ickenham, after which our station is named. In this he was
following in the footsteps of his predecessor, the late Reverend Paul
Kelly, who performed the original opening ceremony in 1982. On that
occasion the late Fred Matthews had the honour of driving the opening
train using his 0-6-0 locomotive 'Macbeth'. This time one Fred's other
locomotives, his Great Western 4-4-2, was selected, driven by society
president Peter Pardington.
There was a slight delay in the steaming bay before this train was
ready but eventually the Chairman was able to introduce the vicar
saying:
Welcome everybody. We were going to start half an hour ago but the
Great Western Railway is running late again, so I'm sorry if you've been
hanging around for a while, but it won't be long now. Thirty one years
ago we opened a station on this site. It was designed and built by our
members and it was opened by the Reverend Paul Kelly of St Giles
Church and it served us well for thirty years but it had become rather
careworn so we decided to build another one and this is the result.
Again, designed and built by members and it's a tribute, I think you'll
agree, to their skills and their efforts, in what you see today. I'm glad to
say we have the present incumbent of St Giles Church, Reverend Adrian
Guthrie, who is going to rededicate the station for us and ride on the
first train, so over to you sir.
The Vicar then replied saying:
Well thank you very much indeed for inviting me to do this, one of the
pleasures of my job, I guess really, to come out to see this magnificent
station. I have collected a few paintings of Ickenham, which show the
church, the pump and the pub, which indicate the spiritual, the physical
and the social needs. Now quite often we don't see what goes on in here
[at IDSME] because it's a little bit hidden, but I think what goes on here
is part of the hidden life of Ickenham, which illustrates the community
at its best really. It's people who have got a real interest in something,
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who are using that interest to serve the community so well. And this is
fantastic isn't it, looking lovely on such a beautiful day. It gives me great
pleasure to be able to open this and just to say thank you to this society -
75 members I believe, and been here on this site for almost 60 years. So
we're celebrating today and you've contributed a lot to this community,
with this facility and I know younger members as well as some of the
other members here have enjoyed the train rides and I am looking
forward to my ride, because my children have got a bit old now, and so I
didn't have an excuse to come down here, so I'm very pleased for that.
After a short prayer the vicar was invited to Christen the station by
smashing a bottle of beer over the station signalling control column
(below). First however, the president felt he was in the line of fire and
retreated to what he considered to be a safe distance. We are happy to
report that the vicar's aim was perfect and the president should either
have stayed where he was or retreated even further than he did.
Once the president had dried himself off he returned to the controls of
the official opening train, and having been joined aboard by the vicar,
set off through the ribbon for the official first journey. Afterwards we
began running for the public and a very enjoyable and busy running day
was had by all, except Geoff Parry. Part way through the afternoon he
discovered that Peter Pardington had eaten his lunch. Peter offered the
(somewhat feeble) excuse that his and Geoff's packed lunches were in
identical boxes which had been stacked one on top of the other...
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Left: The
Reverend Adrian
Guthrie (right)
addresses the
crowds during
the opening
ceremony, while
the Chairman
looks on.

Below: The
official opening
train departs the
station, snapping
the ribbon held
in position by
members of the
committee.
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Chairman's Chat
May saw the official opening of the new St Giles Station building. The
original having been designed by Peter Pardington was opened in
1982 and served us well for 30 years. The new station, designed by
Peter Reynolds, stands as a testament to the skills and efforts of all
those involved in the multitude of tasks needed to complete it.

This impressive building has kick started a number of refurbishment
projects involving objects and structures that had become a little
careworn. The paint gang, after a short break, is back painting with
gusto. This team is led by John Browning who would welcome any
new recruits. He has a particular skill in making you feel guilty for
not volunteering to do something he has hinted needs doing!
It is planned to replace the rotten parts of the Marsh Junction signal
box structure soon. Peter Pardington and Graham Hutchinson are
planning a day in Wendover to manufacture the various bits.
All this activity, backed up by the Green Squad, has made the site
look better than it has for some time. Well done everyone.
The ‘Old Contemptibles’ have also been busy on Tuesdays.
Work on the old compressor room has resulted in better use of space,
meaning that we have machine tools that are much more accessible
than before. Geoff Higgs has been installing new electrical
arrangements to cope with this. He and Patrick also achieve most of
the constantly required maintenance work on the signalling system on
these Tuesdays.

As you know Mike Dunning has been leading the team working
towards finishing the GWR 0-4-2T of the late Terry Castledine. This
has resulted in some entertaining video on YouTube which included a
recent successful test of the chassis, running on air.

Mike Price has had to relinquish his duties as sales manager for
IDSME bits i.e. Metal, Cloth and stick-on badges, Ties, Pullovers etc.
Thanks go to Mike for looking after things for the last few years.
I am glad to report that his boots have been filled by Colin Reid who
started by mounting an intensive sales drive.
All in all we have been very busy.

Mel Fuller
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SpotThe Difference

The Rector of St Giles rides the official opening train from Ickenham St
Giles Station, (above and below) but can you spot the difference?
Answer overleaf.
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Obviously these are two different photographs, taken very nearly thirty
one years apart. They are however taken in the same place (honestly!).
The upper photograph, taken on Saturday 8th May 1982, shows the
Reverend Paul Kelly, of St Giles Church, Ickenham, riding the official
opening train from Ickenham St Giles station as it approaches Marsh
Junction from the station. The driver is Fred Matthews. The lower
photograph, taken on Saturday 4th May 2013, shows the Reverend
Adrian Guthrie, of St Giles Church, Ickenham, riding the official re-
opening train approaching Marsh Junction on the main line having
already completed one lap of the track after leaving the station. The
driver is Peter Pardington.
The contrast between the two photographs is quite striking. The passage
of thirty one years has made an enormous difference to the view. In
1982, trains seemed to run through open countryside while today it is
clearly a built up area. On the IDSME side of the fence the biggest
change in that area was the construction of Marsh Junction Signal Box.

Two more contrasting
photographs.

Left: The old station
Below: The new station

In both cases final
preparations are being
made for their
respective opening
ceremonies.
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Ashpan Notebook
Exhibitions
We have now had formal invites for an IDSME stand at both the Model
Engineer Exhibition at Sandown Park (Friday 13th to Sunday 15th
December 2013) and the London Model Engineering Exhibition at
Alexandra Palace (Friday 17th to Sunday 19th January 2014).
The Sandown Park show wish to celebrate the 75th anniversary of
Mallard's world speed record by having as many A4s on display as
possible.
We are already being asked for lists of exhibits and valuations by the
organiser. Please contact the chairman with your offers for exhibits at
Sandown Park as soon as possible please. If you can't see him at the club
you can contact him via email at chairman@idsme.co.uk

Ashpan 98 & 99
Thank you to those who have submitted contributions for inclusion in
this issue of Ashpan. The Autumn issue of Ashpan, number 99, is due to
be published in time for the Annual General Meeting at the end of
September and so any contributions should be with the editor by the end
of August. The editor's contact details can be found on the inside front
cover.

AGM & Committee Nominations
As usual, IDSME's AGM will be held on the last Friday in September. As
a consequence the forms for nominations for committee posts will be
displayed on the notice board from early August until the beginning of
September. Thereafter the secretary will write to everyone with details
of the nominations and the AGM agenda, giving the required notice of
the meeting.

Subscription Renewal Reminder
Subscriptions fell due for renewal at the beginning of April. If you
haven't renewed yet, the treasurer would be delighted to hear from you.

Members' Running Day
Don't forget the Members' Running Day on Saturday 21st September
2013.
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Oh,Dr Beeching, or is it?
By Malcolm Parsons

Even if you are a horologist, stationary engine person or involved in one
of the many other non-railway aspects of model engineering, I doubt if
there are many IDSME members who have not heard of Dr Beeching.
Earlier this year, at the time of the 50th anniversary of publication of
his report, 'Reshaping of British Railways', there was a brief flurry of
comments on the IDSME Message Board. John Browning raised an
interesting point about Beeching’s influence on preserved railways.
It has been said that the Beeching closures were a good thing because
without them there would be no preserved railways. My off-the-top
response to John’s point was that the first preserved railway was the
Talyllyn back in 1951, a dozen years before Beeching. By the time of the
report several preserved lines were becoming established and I
suggested the withdrawal of steam locomotives - then at its height - was
the main catalyst for preservationists who saw old branch lines as
somewhere to run their locos.
A few weeks after this Message Board exchange one of the annual
heritage railway lists came my way and I decided to analyse its 117
entries.
Three general points first though:

1. The British railway system reached its peak in terms of route mileage
in 1926 at 20,267 miles. This was the public network; there were many
additional miles of industrial railways (collieries, quarries, ports etc). By
the end of 1961 it was down to 17,830 and by 1973 to 11,537.

2. Despite the long lists of passenger stations to be closed, the Beeching
Report deals far more with freight than passenger matters. This should
not be surprising; at that time in terms of numbers of trains and
contribution to the overall coffers, freight was the more significant.

3. Beeching had little to say about motive power. The Modernisation
Plan, which was steam’s death knell, was published in 1955. By 1963
West Coast electrification was well under way; several large swathes of
the network (such as the north of Scotland and East Anglia) no longer
saw steam, and elsewhere steam was rapidly disappearing from
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passenger work.

So back to the list of 117 heritage railways. I excluded the Irish and Isle
of Man lines as being irrelevant in the context of Beeching and also
pulled out a few oddities to give a convenient 100 - no doubt some would
argue over those I included or excluded!
For analysis I put the lines into six groups. The two main groups were,
firstly those lines closed (or approved for closure) to passenger services
before the date of the Beeching report (March 1963) and secondly lines
on which the BR passenger services was listed for closure in the report.
Of the remaining groups, three can be connected as an assortment of
lines which for one reason or another have no history connected with the
national network and therefore no connection with Beeching while
another small group involved BR closures not initiated until after he
had left BR.
In detail the groups were:

Group A: After Beeching. BR lines not listed for closure in the
Beeching report but for one reason or another
subsequently closed. For convenience I have included the
ex-LT Ongar line in this group.

Group B: BR lines listed in the report and not already going
through the closure process. These are the true
Beeching closures.

Group I: Railways with an Industrial origin, such as the Bowes
Railway, a colliery line in County Durham.

Group N: Totally new railways, usually of limited scope.

Group O: Original railways - such as the Talyllyn and Festiniog
which were never part of BR but which date back many
years.

Group P: Pre-Beeching closures. Those lines closed (or being
authorised for closure) to passengers before March 1963,
publication date of the report. In a few cases –Lynton &
Barnstaple in 1935 for instance – these closures go back
before nationalisation.
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In getting the list of preserved railways down to 100, I excluded Didcot
Railway Centre as it is, first and foremost, an engine shed, rather than a
passenger line. To make up for its exclusion perhaps I can persuade the
editor to include my rather different picture of an event there a couple of
years ago. Didcot houses, of course, the biggest collection of Great Western
stock including the recently restored steam railmotor, seen on the left, on
the occasion of its launch in May 2011. Lined up with it is a selection of
other self-propelled trains up to the present day.

This photograph, taken by
me at the Middleton
Railway on the outskirts of
Leeds in 1967, features a
host of firsts. In 1758 the
Middleton had been the first
railway to be approved by an
Act of Parliament. In 1812 it
was the first to regularly use
steam locomotives. In 1947
the line became one of the
first nationalised railways
as it came under the ownership of the National Coal Board. It was
‘preserved’, basically as a freight railway, in 1960 and still was for several
years, although it carried passengers on special occasions. It was the first
standard gauge preserved line and (just) beat the Bluebell Railway in
being the first to carry passengers.
That first standard gauge ‘preserved’ passenger train (actually an old
tramcar) was hauled by the locally-built Hunslet diesel loco seen here,
itself only the third diesel loco to be operated by the LMS, in the early
1930s. The loco still runs at Middleton, now looking much smarter in
LMS black livery.
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There are lots of provisos but if the four non (or post)-Beeching groups
are taken as one the analysis shows that lines with Beeching, pre-
Beeching or non-Beeching origins are pretty much equal.

The scores are:
A 8
B 32
I 8
N 8
O 10
P 34

Total 100 [ of which A, I, N and O total 34 ]

So by a good margin it could be said that Beeching had no influence over
the majority of preserved lines. Even if you exclude the non-Beeching
segment, pre-Beeching closures just outnumber those which fell under
his infamous axe.
Perhaps of particular interest to some IDSME members is that 33 of the
100 lines are narrow gauge, a mix of originals, newly-built and 11 on
former standard gauge track beds.
And finally… I can’t resist mentioning the lines (two at least) which lost
their passenger services before Beeching but claim on their websites to
have been axed by him. Perhaps they are after the sympathy vote!

abvbvbvbvbvbvbvbvbvbvbvbc

P.S. In my article in Ashpan 97 I briefly mentioned the first attempt to rid the
Circle Lines of unwanted smoke. I suggested that the experimental locomotive
known as Fowler’s Ghost had its firebox filled with quicklime… What a load of
rubbish! The firebox was of course full of a coal fire. The difference was that the
firebox and a large combustion chamber were lined with fireclay bricks. The
idea was that in tunnel sections the coal fire would be dampened down but the
residual heat in the firebricks would maintain steam pressure. Fireclay or
quicklime, the locomotive still ran out of steam.
Like many ideas it needed more experimentation but time was at a premium
and the condensing system was used with the exhaust being diverted via water
tanks – not entirely satisfactory but better than nothing.
Of course in time the fireless locomotive was developed for use in locations such
as oil refineries, but this had no means of producing its own steam at all,
instead being charged with high pressure steam from a stationary boiler.
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CECIL PAGET’S FOLLY
by Paracaramel

During the 19th century, locomotive development had mostly been
applied to extending the capabilities of the original Stephenson concept
and locomotives had become larger and more powerful. However they
were still woefully inefficient in respect of coal consumption. Different
railway companies had widely varying and entrenched policies aimed at
achieving the best compromise of performance versus expenditure on
coal. Perhaps the most well known and longest lasting example of these
was that of the Midland Railway with its 'Small Engine’ policy. In
practice, this resulted in an excess of double heading when extra speed
or power was required. What was needed was a powerful mixed traffic
design and Cecil Paget thought that he was the right man for the job.
He had some novel ideas and was in a good position to implement them
being the works manager at Derby as well as being the son of the
Chairman of the Midland Railway. Cecil Paget had been educated at
Harrow School and at Cambridge University where he studied
mechanical engineering. He had then worked his way up the ladder of
technical appointments at the Derby works, initially under S. Johnson
and then, from 1904, under R. M. Deeley, despite the rumours that
Paget himself was to have been given the job. At some un-authenticated
point during this period Paget had been sent to America to study steam
locomotive practice at the Baldwin works in Schenectady.
Thus it happened that in 1904 Paget and two assistants moved into a
small office near to Derby station to begin work on his new design. The
development costs were to be met by Paget himself, with the Midland
Railway providing the construction facilities under the watchful eye of
the Chief Mechanical Engineer. Unfortunately for Paget, just as his
locomotive was nearing completion in 1909, Deeley unexpectedly
resigned, to be replaced by Henry Fowler, a gas engineer, whose
knowledge of locomotive matters was minimal. Fowler was not
sympathetic to Paget’s aspirations and had him sidelined to become
General Superintendent of the Traffic Department, thus depriving him
of the opportunity to manipulate the works costs. By this time No. 2299,
or ‘Paget’s Folly’ as it became known, was about to undertake its first
steam trials. However, Paget’s funds had run low and an estimated
additional £2,000 pounds was required for completion and testing. In
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the event the Midland Railway was persuaded to meet the extra cost in
return for ownership of the finished locomotive.
It had taken several years to incorporate Paget’s ideas into a workable
design and some compromises had been required, the most obvious
being the change from a 4-6-0 to a 2-6-2 ‘Prairie’ wheel arrangement.
When completed his locomotive was never painted Midland livery but
otherwise bore a strong family resemblance to other Midland
locomotives, sporting, as it did, a standard Midland tender, cab and
chimney, as can be seen in the only known photograph of it. What
cannot be seen are the radical innovations made to the design of the
firebox and cylinders.
Dealing first with the firebox, this was constructed almost entirely from
steel, lined with fire bricks, thus eliminating the usual water spaces at
the sides and back, but retaining a water space at the crown, created
from a rearward extension of the boiler. With the exception of the crown
this eliminated all the other stays needed for a conventional firebox.
Paget and his small team calculated that a large firebox would be
needed to provide enough steam to give the locomotive its predicted
performance. Paget himself had been impressed with the Wootton type
that he had seen in America. The resulting firebox was nearly as long as
the tubed part of the boiler and its grate area was 55 square feet. This
was to be the second largest grate ever on a British locomotive. It was
exceeded (just) by the LNER U1 Garrett and was 10% larger than
Stanier’s ‘Coronation’ class pacifics. It was thoughtfully provided with
two Chatwood fire-holes and another refinement was that the
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conventional fire-arch was replaced by a fire-bridge built up from the
bottom. Air for the combustion was provided not only through the
ashpan, but also from air-scoops surrounding the outer walls of the
firebox. In subsequent trials the boiler and firebox surpassed all
expectations. The surviving drawings may make things clear.
Despite the unusual firebox, the bigger surprise was the arrangement of
the cylinders. There were eight of these arranged in two groups of four
with each group placed between the driving axles. Thus the front and
rear axles were driven directly by two cylinders each whilst the middle
axle was driven directly by four cylinders with two on each side. Each
‘trunk’ cylinder was 18" diameter by 12" stroke and being open at its
outer end was single acting. These did not require slide bars or cross
heads since the connecting rods acted directly on the crank axles thus
allowing a closer proximity of the cylinders to them. Even so, the pistons
driving the rear axle had to be reduced in length from 19" to 13". This
arrangement meant that all three of the crank axles had to be different
as can be seen in the diagrams of the layouts. In order to accommodate
all these cylinders there was no other option than to use outside frames;
but even then there was not enough width available to accommodate
conventional sliding valve gears and Paget designed a rotary gear using
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sleeve valves situated above the cylinders and crank axles. These were
driven by a longitudinal shaft which was in turn was driven by right-
angle gearing from a jack shaft operated by rearward extensions of the
external coupling rods. One side of this can just be seen in the
photograph. Also combined with the right-angle gearing was an epicyclic
gear acting as a reverser. In addition to the steam distribution made by
the rotating sleeve valves each of these had an outer sleeve which could
be moved by the driver to apply changes to the cut-off.
Whilst this complex arrangement may seem extraordinary to us today it
was a valiant attempt to incorporate the latest technologies of the time
to overcome the apparent shortcomings of the traditional steam
locomotive. It is not clear whether Paget’s intention was to use rotary
valve gear from the start or whether he used it as the preferred option
in order to accommodate his eight cylinder layout. There is some
indication that a chain drive had been considered earlier. What is not in
doubt is that automobile engines at the time were successfully using
‘trunk’ pistons with direct drive to the cranks and that slide valves had
been rejected in favour of the less power consuming poppet valves. The
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disadvantages of these were in turn being addressed by the use of the
much quieter and more reliable sleeve valves. It is worth commenting
that, apart from the Merlin and Gryphon engines, by 1945 all aero-
engine designs developed and manufactured in Britain, incorporated
sleeve valves.
Unfortunately for Paget the performance of his steam engine did not
come up to expectations and was markedly inferior to its internal
combustion counterpart. It had not been possible to design pistons that
were leak-proof over the full range of operating temperatures and when
starting from cold the escape of steam was considerable. Whilst this
could be seen as troublesome the behaviour of the rotary sleeve valves
when hot could be, and eventually was, catastrophic. The sleeves were of
bronze working inside cast iron bores and since bronze has a higher
thermal expansion compared to cast iron the result was inevitable.
Paget struggled with this problem but when running at 70 mph near
Syston in 1912 the seizure caused instantaneous destruction of the
entire valve mechanism. The main line was blocked for seven hours
until the seized parts could be disconnected from the coupling rods and
axles to allow the locomotive to be towed back to the works. Fowler had
had enough and no further work was done on the locomotive. It was
stored ignominiously in the back of the paint shop. Paget continued in
his roll as Superintendent of the Traffic Department until 1915 when he
joined the Royal Engineers and became head of the R.O.D. on the
Western Front in command of 25,000 men. During his absence from
Derby his locomotive was discreetly broken up and, after the war, he
never returned to the Midland Railway, preferring instead to join a
large engineering firm as its General Manager.
Paget’s Folly was not entirely without merit. The firebox, although
unique, worked well and the eight cylinders gave a very smooth ride at
all speeds. It was powerful and a reported speed of 84mph had been
achieved. The steam distribution to the cylinders was excellent and the
uni-flow design was undoubtedly thermally efficient. The weak link was
the use of sleeve valves with mis-matching alloys. A number of works
drawings have survived and they are copied here for the sake of
completeness as well as a possible warning to others. This was not
heeded by Oliver Bulleid, who had trained at Doncaster, when he
designed a similarly fateful locomotive with six cylinders and chain
driven rotary sleeve valves. This was the inaptly named ‘Leader’.
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Another Story
Part II

When we left the story of the construction of Pennsylvania Station in
New York (Ashpan 96), there remained one part of the overall scheme to
be completed. Having opened in 1910, the station would not reach its
full potential until connected to the railroads of New England. The
vehicle chosen to provide this connection was the New York Connecting
Railroad, the principle feature of which was a bridge across the East
River at the Hell Gate. The new line was to run from a connection with
the New York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad at Port Morris in the
Bronx across the East River to point near the new Sunnyside Yard. (See
map page 22, and also map page 13, Ashpan No 96) A further section of
line was to be built southwards to connect with the Long Island
Railroad's line to the Bay Ridge, where a car float terminal would be
constructed.
When completed, passenger trains operating between New England and
the Pennsylvania Railroad would pass over the New York Connecting
Railroad as far as Sunnyside Yard before entering the East River
Tunnels and passing through Pennsylvania Station. Freight trains, by
contrast, would run to the Bay Ridge car float terminal and thence by
train ferry to a new car float terminal at Greenville.
Such through traffic that existed prior to the completion of the link, had
been transferred from the Pennsylvania's Jersey City Terminal (and
later from Greenville when that opened in 1905) to the New Haven at
Port Morris by train ferry. This was a journey of some thirteen miles
across New York Harbour and up the East River and was subject to
frequent delays from ice, fog and adverse currents, particularly on the
East River section.
Although freight traffic would continue to be transferred by train ferry,
the new operation from Bay Ridge to Greenville was a much shorter
three miles, and being confined to the open water of New York harbour,
much less prone to delays from ice and adverse currents.
Passenger services via the train ferry were abandoned in 1912, with the
through trains instead running on a circuitous route via a bridge over
the Hudson River at Poughkeepsie. Nevertheless it still remained a
tediously slow journey.
The idea of a bridge across the Hell Gate had first been mooted in 1892,
the idea, at the time, being to link Long Island to the mainland. To this
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end the New York Connecting Railroad was formed, with the intention
of building a ten mile line between terminals in Westchester County and
Brooklyn. Some surveys were carried out but the estimates of the cost of
construction were high compared to the prospective earnings and so
little further happened until the Pennsylvania Railroad began
developing its New York terminal scheme. In 1902 the Pennsylvania
simply bought the New York Connecting Railroad. Immediately, as joint
ownership of the line had been previously agreed, half the shares were
sold onto the New York, New Haven and Hartford Railroad.
Despite this early step forward, it was to be another ten years before
construction work actually began. The first stumbling block proved to be
the process of seeking approval for construction of the line from the City
of New York. The first application was submitted in June 1903, but
approval was not forthcoming for 3½ years, being received in early 1907.
By this time the New Haven appeared to be favouring an alternative
tunnel scheme, but this soon fell by the wayside when, later in the year,
a financial panic meant that neither railroad was in a position to
immediately begin work on the line. Construction finally began in 1912,
once the financial situation had stabilised, and the Pennsylvania
Railroad had completed a number of its other major investment
schemes.
The proposed route of the line was largely unchanged from the original
1892 proposal. It was to extend from Port Morris across Randalls and
Wards islands and then across the East River at Hell Gate to Queens on
Long Island.
Hell Gate was a narrow channel in the East River between Wards
Island and Long Island and was notorious for protruding rocks and
reefs, a sharp bend in the channel and swift tides. It derived its name
from early Dutch settlers to the area who named it Hellegat, which can
be translated as 'hellish hole or passage'. The worst hazards to
navigation were removed by explosive during the latter half of the
nineteenth century, with one spectacular blast drawing a crowd of
50,000 spectators. By the time the bridge came to be built the river at
this point was 850 feet wide and had been dredged to a depth of at least
26 feet.
Soon after control of the New York Connecting Railroad was acquired,
Gustav Lindethal was appointed chief engineer for the bridge. You
might recall his name being mentioned in connection with the various
schemes to build railroad bridges across the Hudson river, when the
Pennsylvania railroad was first considering how best to gain direct
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access to Manhattan.
The original design for the bridge produced back in 1900 had envisaged
a double track cantilever bridge with a central span of 840 feet and
shore spans of 360 feet on either side. Once appointed Lindethal, in
1904, produced comparative designs for a three span continuous truss, a
three span cantilever and a stiffened suspension bridge. All had a
central span of 850 feet and ranged in overall length from 1,450 to 1,550
feet.
In 1905, however, the decision was taken to re-site the bridge slightly
further north, in order to increase the distance between it and the state
hospital buildings on Wards island. This meant that there was a fairly
sharp curve on the approach to the bridge. Each bridge design then
under consideration had straight shore spans of between 300 and 400
feet in length, on either side of the main span, and these dictated the
point at which the curve could commence. Lindenthal therefore began to
consider bridge designs that did not need the shore spans, allowing the
radius of the curve on the approach to the bridge to be significantly
increased. In practice only an arched bridge met the requirements, but
would require a span of 1,000 feet in order to meet the War department
requirements for 135 feet of clearance above mean high water, over a
width of 700 feet.
Two designs were produced; a crescent arch which would have been
shallow at each end and reaching its maximum depth at the centre of
the span, and a spandrel braced arch which would have its greatest
depths adjacent to the abutments. Although it was calculated that the
crescent arch would have used less steel in its construction, the spandrel
braced design was chosen as it was believed that it would be
considerably easier to erect by the method of cantilevering out the
structure from either shore. This method of construction would be
necessary as the shipping channel below the bridge had to be kept open
at all times.
While the basic form of the bridge was set by 1906, it continued to be
subject to design changes up until 1910, owing to changing
requirements. For example the number of tracks was increased from two
to four, and provision was made for a second deck to be added at a later
date.
Construction finally began in 1912, two years after Pennsylvania
Station opened. First to be tackled were the two abutment towers on
each shore. While, aesthetically, their presence gave the bridge a
monumental appearance, practically their weight went a long way
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towards counteracting the sideways thrust of the arch and this in turn
allowed the foundations of the bridge to be contained in a much smaller
area. On the Long Island shore it was a simple matter to ensure a
decent foundation by building the tower on the local bedrock. On the
Wards Island side things were more difficult. Here it was necessary to
sink 21 caissons up to 127 feet below ground level and then fill them
with concrete. In all the foundations on this side of the East river
contained as much as 28,000 cubic yards of concrete, nearly as much as
was used in the foundations of our booking office.
Once the towers were built up to the level of the track, work switched to
the erection of the steel arch. This work, which began in September
1914, was undertaken by the American Bridge Company. The steelwork
was manufactured and assembled into sections at the company’s
workshops in Ambridge, near Pittsburgh. Completed sections were
moved by train to Greenville, where they were stored until needed on
site. Then they would be loaded onto car floats and taken up the East
river to site.

The arch is nearly complete and the two arch travellers have almost met in the
middle. The temporary back stays with their own travelling cranes are much in
evidence.
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Sections of the arch were lifted into place by travelling cranes, known as
arch travellers, which moved outward along the already completed
sections of the arch. Both sides of the arch were built out from the
abutment towers at the same time and, until they met in the middle,
would be supported by temporary back stays behind each abutment
tower. These in turn were anchored to huge counterweights at ground
level. The back stays and counterweights were made up from parts of
the bridge that would not be required until the arch was self supporting
and were erected by their own pair of travelling cranes.
The first of the arch travellers was in use by March 1915 and only six
months later the arch was complete and self supporting. Work began on
dismantling the back stays, but there still remained some work before
the arch was complete. During the erection of the arch, many of the
connections had been made with bolts and these now had to be replaced
by permanent rivets. Some 334,000 rivets had to be driven and it took a
year to complete the work.
The arch travellers meanwhile had switched their focus to lifting
sections of the bridge deck into place. Starting in the centre they worked
backwards towards the shore and this work was largely complete by
February 1916.

With the bridge itself all but complete, work switched to construction of
the approach spans. A steel plate girder viaduct was built for the
northern approach to the bridge from a junction with the New Haven
Railroad at Port Morris, climbing to the bridge on gradients of up to

The virtually completed bridge stands in splendid isolation. The temporary
back stays have been dismantled and work is about to start on the approach
viaducts.
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1 in 83. The viaduct turned through a sharp curve as it crossed Wards
island. Originally it was intended that the viaduct would be supported
by lattice steel piers, but these were changed to reinforced concrete piers
at the insistence of the authorities in charge of the mental hospitals on
Randalls and Wards islands, who feared that inmates would have been
able to make good their escape by climbing the steel lattice work of the
piers.

The approach from the Queens side was first on a filled embankment
between parallel concrete retaining walls. Closer to the bridge the
approach was carried on a steel viaduct, similar to that on the northern
side. The maximum gradient on this side of the river was 1 in 133.
By early 1917, the bridge was ready for use. The directors of the
Pennsylvania, New Haven and Long Island Railroads travelled on a
special inspection train on the 9th March. Pausing in the centre of the
bridge, a brief dedication ceremony was held before Gustav Lindenthal
formally handed over the bridge to Samuel Rea, by then president of the
Pennsylvania Railroad.
Freight services to the Long Island Railroad began operating over the
bridge a couple of weeks later and passenger services commenced on 1st
April. The new route allowed the journey time from Washington to
Boston to be reduced to twelve hours, a saving of four hours compared
with the journey by the old route via Poughkeepsie. At this point in time
electrification across the bridge had not been completed and trains were
steam hauled across the bridge as far as Sunnyside Yard, where the

The reinforced concrete piers are complete for the northern approach viduct in
this view taken from the bridge, looking across Wards island.
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change to electric traction was made. When electrification was
completed a year later, it was done to the New Haven Railroad's 11KV
overhead AC system, rather than the DC third rail system used by the
Pennsylvania for its New York terminal project. Thus locomotive
changes continued to occur at Sunnyside yard for all through trains.
Only the two passenger tracks were electrified.

At the time the bridge was complete, work had yet to be finished on the
line to the Bay Ridge terminal and freight services between the New
Haven and Pennsylvania Railroads did not begin operating over this
route until 17th January 1918. These trains were steam hauled until
the line, including the freight tracks across the Hell Gate Bridge, was
electrified in 1927.
Thus, after seventeen years work, Alexander Cassatt's grand plan for
reorganising the Pennsylvania's New York operations had been brought
fully to fruition, and proved to be a great success. Almost all parts of the
scheme are still in use to this day.

A special train carried officers and directors of the Pennsylvania, the New
Haven and the Long Island to the dedication ceremony on 9th March 1917
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Three New Haven Railroad Class EF-1 locomotives haul a New Haven to Bay
Ridge freight train across the Hell Gate Bridge.
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